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When sinusoidal waves of the same amplitude and frequency travel in the opposite direction, a standing
wave is formed. In diagram 1, the standing wave (heavy line) is formed by the superposition of two waves
of the same wavelength l and the same amplitude, traveling in opposite directions.

Diagram 1
The wave indicated by the dotted line travels to the left while that indicated by the solid line travels to the
right. At the instant depicted in the upper part of the diagram, cancellation occurs. The situation at a later
instant is shown in the lower part of the diagram.
Points like P and Q, which never move, are called nodes and the amplitude at these points is zero.
As can be seen from the diagram, the distance between adjacent nodes is half of one wavelength.
Therefore one wavelength is equal to twice the distance between adjacent nodes.
The Sound Machine may be used to investigate nodes and standing waves. Use the probe to investigate how
the intensity of the sound varies along the length of the tube and to show the presence of standing waves by
locating the nodes and anti nodes.
Use the Sound Machine to investigate the relationship between velocity, frequency and wavelength; and to
calculate the speed of sound in air.
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Directions
9 volt battery

speaker

probe

signal generator
cathode ray oscilloscope
Diagram 2.
Use banana plug leads to connect a function generator (such as the Jupiter Scientific Sound Box) to the
‘Signal in’ banana sockets on the side of the black cabinet of the Sound Machine as in diagram 2.
Use a lead (with BNC plug) to connect a cathode ray oscilloscope (cro) to the ‘Signal Out’ BNC socket.

Fit the ruler to the Sound Machine as in diagram 3 and secure with the nut and bolt.

mount ruler
Diagram 3.
Fit a 9 volt battery into the battery holder on the side of the cabinet and switch the unit on.
Adjust the signal generator to produce a sine wave output with a frequency of approximately 2000 Hz.
Adjust the amplitude until the sound from the speaker is just audible.
A sine wave should now be evident on the screen of the cro, the amplitude of which will vary as the probe is
moved along the tube. Adjust the time base of the cro so that two or three periods of the wave are displayed
on the screen. This wave may be simultaneously displayed along with the reference wave (that produced
directly from the signal generator) using a dual trace oscilloscope if required (use an adaptor to split the
output from the signal generator).

Demonstrating standing waves
Slowly slide the probe along the tube. As the probe is moved along through the length of the tube, nodes
and anti-nodes will become apparent as the trace alternates from a maximum to a minimum thus indicating
the presence of a standing wave. As the frequency is increased and decreased, the number of nodes will rise
and fall accordingly.
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Determining the speed of sound in air
Adjust the signal generator to produce a frequency of about 2000 Hz.
Place the probe near the speaker and slowly move the probe away from the speaker until you locate the first
node (where the trace is a minimum). Use the ruler to note the initial displacement.
Continue to move the probe until you locate the next node and again note the displacement. Repeat three or
four times.
Calculate the average distance between nodes and multiply by two to obtain the wavelength (l).
Repeat the above for a range of frequencies.
Plot a graph of frequency versus 1/l and calculate the gradient to determine the speed of sound in air.
Example
Table 1 provides an example of typical frequency and nodal distances.
Frequency

Distance between nodes

Wavelength (l)

1/l

(Hz)

(m)

(m)

(m-1)

2000
2500
3000
3500
4000

0.085
0.065
0.055
0.048
0.042

0.170
0.130
0.110
0.096
0.084

5.882
7.692
9.090
10.417
11.905

Table 1.
Graph 1 displays a plot of these measurements (frequency versus 1/l). The gradient of which provides a
value for the speed of sound in air.

Graph 1
Typical values for the speed of sound in air are 331 m/s at 00C and 343 m/s at 200C.

Cleaning the Sound Machine
To clean the tube of the Sound Machine, use a damp non-abrasive cloth (do not clean with alcohol).
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